Can shape differences drive apparent motion? Results from previous research are equivocal. Much of the confusion may be due to the use of relatively complex stimuli: letters or geometric shapes, comprising many spatial frequencies, phases, orientations, and contrasts. We focus on relatively simple stimuli: Gaussian damped f+rif compound sinewave gratings. We examine whether relative phase differences, which are critical for shape perception, can drive apparent motion. Wefind that some, but not all, phase differences can drive apparent motion. Specifically, stimuli that are easily discriminable and perceptually dissimilar can affect the solution of the correspondence problem. In this case, observers consistently perceive stimuli in one frame moving to the position of perceptually similar stimuli in the next frame. This general result holds over a wide range of spatial frequencies, orientations, and contrasts. Implications for theories of motion processing are discussed. Do shape differences affect the perception ofapparent motion? Results from previous experiments are equivocal. Some researchers have suggested that the perception ofapparent motion can be affected by shape (Caelli, Manning, & Finlay, 1993; He & Nakayama, 1994; Koriat, 1994; Mack, Klein, Hill, & Palumbo, 1989; Orlansky, 1940; Shechter, Hochstein, & Hillman, 1988) , but others have suggested that shape perception plays little, if any, role in apparent motion (Burt & Sperling, 1981; Kolers, 1972; Navon, 1976; Prazdny, 1986; Ramachandran, Ginsburg, & Anstis, 1983; Werkhoven, Sperling, & Chubb, 1993) . To some extent, the different conclusions may reflect differences in experimental methods. In addition, and perhaps more importantly, the previous studies often used complex stimuli: letters or geometric forms, comprising many spatial frequencies, relative phases, contrasts, and orientations. Green (1986) suggested that a coherent explanation of all apparently conflicting results might be possible within the framework of the multiple-channel model of the human visual system. To this end, Green used a standard competitive motion paradigm to determine the extent to which simple stimulus differences in spatial frequency, orientation, or phase could "drive" apparent motion. In the present context, "X drives apparent motion" is shortPortions of this paper were presented at the 1992 meeting of the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (Sekuler, Persaud, & Bennett, 1992) . This research was supported by a University of Toronto Grant and NSERC Grant OGPOI05494 to A.B.S., and by NSERC Grant OGP0042 I 33 to P.lB. We thank Shin'ya Nishida, Myron Braunstein, and an anonymous reviewer for their invaluable comments on earlier versions of this manuscript, and Angela Persaud for her assistance in data collection. Correspondence should be addressed to A. B. Sekuler, Department of Psychology, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada M5S IAI (e-mail: sekuler@psych. utoronto.ca).
hand meaning: When stimuli differ on Dimension X, the difference between those stimuli can be used to solve the correspondence problem for apparent motion; specifically, from frame n to frame n+l, Stimulus Al is perceived to move to the position of Stimulus A2, which most closely matches Al in terms of Dimension X. Figure 1 shows a schematic example of the competitive motion paradigm used in Green's, and our own, experiments to determine the factors that can drive apparent motion. Two pairs of stimuli, represented by A and B, are presented in each frame.' From one frame to the next, the stimulus configuration is rotated by 45°. Within this competitive motion paradigm, then, proximity cues cannot be used to solve the correspondence problem because the distances between a stimulus in frame n and the two closest stimuli in frame n+1 are identical. If the differences between Stimuli A and B cannot be used to drive apparent motion, one would expect that subjects would be equally likely to perceive clockwise or counterclockwise motion. However, if the differences between Stimuli A and B can be used to drive apparent motion, one would expect that, for the situation illustrated here, subjects would consistently perceive counterclockwise motion.
Green's stimuli were sinusoidal gratings presented within a Gaussian envelope, and Stimuli A and B differed in terms ofspatial frequency content, orientation, absolute phase, or relative phase. Absolute phase refers to the positioning of a stimulus with respect to the envelope, and relative phase refers to the relative positioning of different component gratings with respect to each other. Green found that differences in spatial frequency and orientation could drive apparent motion, but differences in absolute and relative spatial phase could not. On the basis of his results, Green suggested that previous contradictory results could be reconciled by considering the relative spatial frequency and orientation content ofdifferent complex stimuli.
Copyright 1996 Psychonomic Society, Inc. In a sense, Green's results support the notion that shape differences cannot drive apparent motion. Although spatial frequency and orientation clearly have roles in pattern detection and recognition, spatial phase appears to be the dominant cue in determining our perception of an object's shape (Piotrowski & Campbell, 1982) . Figure 2 illustrates how luminance profiles change with relative phase shifts. Each luminance profile in Figure 2 is the Gaussian modulated sum of two sinewave gratings with spatial frequencies f and 2f Although these stimuli vary along only one dimension, the luminance at any point in two-dimensional space (as for our stimuli) is described by L(x,y) = L avg [1 +G (x,y) +G (x, 
0a -Or)]' (1)
where L avg is the space-average luminance, C 1 and C 2 are the Michelson contrasts for fl and./2, respectively, 0 a is the absolute phase offl' Or is the relative phase offb and
G(x,y) = exp[ _(x 2+y2)/2s2], (2)
where s is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution.
In Figure 2 , f l is set to 0.5 cycles per degree (cpd),./2 is 1.0 cpd, C I and C 2 are both 0.3. The relative phase of ./2, Or' is shifted by -90° (-11'12) from one panel to the next. By varying the relative phase off 2, the subject will perceive dark or light bars, left or right edges.? or various intermediate percepts. Because relative phase differences influence our perception of shape, one would expect that if shape differences can drive apparent motion, then spatial phase differences in relatively simple grating stimuli should also drive apparent motion. Therefore, in the present experiments, we reexamined whether relative phase differences can drive apparent motion.
As Figure 2 suggests, not all equivalent phase shifts result in the same perceptual differences. The fundamental differences between Figures 2A and 2C and between Figures 2B and 2D are both 180°phase shifts off2' However, Figure 2A versus Figure 2C is a dark/light bar discrimination, while Figure 2B versus Figure 2D is a left/right edge discrimination. In fact, these two 180°p hase differences are not equally discriminable: 0°-180°d
iscriminations are easier to make than 90°-270°dis-criminations (Bennett & Banks, 1987 , 1991 Field & Nachmias, 1984) .3 In addition to this variation with base phase, the ability to discriminate phase differences also varies with orientation, spatial frequency, and eccentricity. The relative insensitivity to 90°-270°phase shifts can sometimes be reduced by orienting stimuli radially with respect to fixation or by decreasing eccentricity (Bennett & Banks, 1991) . Furthermore, all phase differences inf+1ifcompound gratings become more difficult to discriminate as n increases (Bennett, 1993) ; so, for example, 0°-180°phase differences may be more difficult to discriminate for f+3fthan for f+2f In addition to discrimination differences, different 180°phase shifts differ in their perceived similarity: 0°-180°phase differences are judged to be less similar to one another than 90°-270°phase differences (Kahana & Bennett, 1994) .
The fact that not all 180°phase differences are equally discriminable or equally dissimilar is critical when considering the stimuli used in Green's (1986) experiments. The differences between the stimuli Green used were generally not the most perceptually salient. Therefore, Green's finding that phase differences could not drive apparent motion might be explained simply in terms of low discriminability or high similarity.
Green's stimuli were not oriented radially with respect to fixation, and he tested only 90°-270°phase differences for f+2f compound gratings, whereas he tested 0°-180°phase differences only forf+3fcompound gratings. In addition, the stimuli were necessarily located in the near periphery, since Green was interested in the phenomenon of "long-range" apparent motion. Although Green presented no discriminability or perceptual similarity measures for his stimuli, the results of research on static phase discrimination suggest that Green's stimulus pairs would have been difficult to discriminate and perceived as highly similar. If this were the case, one would not necessarily expect that the physical difference between stimulus pairs could drive apparent motion. The critical question, and the question we begin to address in Experiment 1, is whether discriminable phase differences can drive apparent motion.
EXPERIMENT 1
As indicated above, the relative discriminability of 180°relative phase shifts inf+ 2fcompound stimuli depends on a number of factors, including the base phase of2fand stimulus orientation. The goal of Experiment 1 was to determine whether any phase differences could drive apparent motion. To this end, we chose a relatively low fundamental frequency (0.5 cpd), so that the range of spatial frequencies examined would provide optimal sensitivity for the eccentricity tested (see Banks, Sekuler, & Anderson, 1991; Rovamo, Virsu, & Nasanen, 1978) . We also varied the interstimulus interval (lSI) over a wide range (15-105 msec) because we did not know .j a priori what the optimal lSI would be, and we presented the stimuli in several different orientations.
Method
Subjects. Five subjects participated in this experiment, 3 of whom (S.K., S.M., and R.W.) were naive with respect to the purpose of the experiment. All subjects had normal or corrected-tonormal visual acuity. The naive subjects were paid for their participation.
Stimuli and Apparatus. Stimuli were generated by a Macintosh II with a 50-MHz accelerator, a Macintosh IIci, or a Macintosh IIfx and were presented on an Apple 13-in. high-resolution color monitor. The monitor's resolution was 72 pixels per inch (28.3 pixels per centimeter), and the frame rate was 67 Hz, noninterlaced. Luminance was linearized with lookup tables, and the entire 8-bit range produced a maximum Michelson contrast of 95%. Stimuli were Gaussian modulated compound sinusoids (Gabor patches) as defined in Equation I ; the horizontal and vertical standard deviations of the Gaussian were both set to 0.6,f(fi) and 2f(h) were set to 0.5 and 1.0 cpd, respectively, and both contrasts, Cfand C 2f' were set to 30%. L avg was approximately 33 cd/rn-. Stimulus types A and B (see Figure I ) differed in the spatial phase of the second harmonic relative to the fundamental frequency. In the cosine phase condition, fZJ r was either 0°or 180°. In the sine phase condition, fZJ r was 90°or 270°. For all stimuli, absolute phase, fZJ a , was adjusted so that the peak ofthe pattern energy function" (Morrone & Owens, 1987) was aligned with the center of the Gaussian envelope; thus, the stimuli were symmetric with respect to the envelope's center. Note that, for both cosine phase and sine phase conditions, we compared 180°relative phase differences. Figure 2 shows the luminance profiles of the two cosine phase and two sine phase stimuli. The base phase for the two cosine stimuli was either 0°or 180° (Figures 2A and 2e, respectively) , and that for the sine stimuli was either 270°or 90° (Figures 2B and 2D, respectively) . The subjects viewed the stimuli binocularly from a distance of 57 em, with a head/chinrest stabilizing the head. From this viewing distance, the visible portion ofeach Gabor patch subtended ap- (R) , and tangential (T) conditions are represented in the top, middle, and bottom rows, respectively. Note that the experimental stimuli were actually Gabor patches, as in Figure 3 . proximately 1.8°. A black dot was always present in the center of the display to help the subjects maintain constant fixation.
Procedure. In each trial, eight frames ofan apparent motion sequence were presented. In each frame, two pairs of/+2/ Gabor patches were displayed in a circular array for 105 msec. During the lSI between frames, the screen was uniform in luminance, L avg , except for the fixation dot. Figure 3 illustrates four frames of the eight-frame sequence for one cosine phase and one sine phase condition. From one frame to the next, the Gabor patches were repositioned 45°clockwise or counterclockwise. Figures 3A-3D show clockwise movement for cosine phase stimuli, whereas Figures 3E-3H show counterclockwise movement for sine phase stimuli. The distance from the central fixation point to the center of each Gabor patch was 2.2°, and each Gabor patch moved 1.6°(centerto-center distance) between frames. These parameters approximated those used in Green's (1986) experiment. The subject's task was to report the perceived direction of motion: clockwise or counterclockwise. The "correct" direction was randomized from trial to trial. The subjects received no feedback about the "correctness" of their responses. If 180°phase differences cannot be used to drive apparent motion, one would expect subjects to report clockwise and counterclockwise motion equally often. However, if subjects can use 180°phase differences to drive apparent motion, one would expect subjects to report the "correct" direction of motion a significant proportion of the time. As previous researchers have pointed out (Mack et al., 1989; Pantle, Pinkus, & Strout, 1992) , the perceived direction of apparent motion on trial n can be affected by the direction on trial n -I. We took two precautions to minimize any such hysteresis effects. First, we presented an extended sequence of apparent motion (eight frames), and the subjects were told to report only the very last direction they perceived. This gave the subject time to overcome directional biases lingering from the previous trial. Second, if the same "correct" direction were presented three times in a row, the next trial would always present motion in the opposite direction, and the response to that trial was not included in the analysis.
The two relative phase conditions, cosine and sine, were crossed with three different stimulus orientation conditions: Ferris wheel, radial, and tangential. These terms refer to the orientation of the compound grating stimuli with respect to the imaginary circle on which the patches were located. Figure 4 schematizes two frames for each of the six stimulus conditions. In the Ferris wheel conditions, gratings were always oriented vertically, regardless of patch location (top panels). In the radial conditions, the gratings were always oriented perpendicular to the tangent of the imaginary circle (middle panels). In the tangential condition, the gratings were always oriented parallel to the tangent ofthe imaginary circle (bottom panels). So, in both radial and tangential conditions, each patch's orientation was rotated 45°as it changed position from frame to frame.
We examined practice effects in 2 naive subjects (S.K. and S.M.), who completed 30--40 blocks of 50 trials for each of the six conditions with one lSI: 45 msec for S.K., and 75 msec for S.M. S.K. then participated in the complete experiment along with three other observers (A.B.S., A.P., and R.W.). All were experienced subjects for this task, and S.K. and R.W. were naive with respect to the purpose of the experiment. These subjects completed eight blocks of 50 trials for each condition, with ISIs of 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90 , and 105 msec.
Results and Discussion
Practice effects. Figure 5 shows the results of Ferris wheel conditions for Subject S.M. as a function of block number. Initially, performance was at chance for both cosine phase and sine phase conditions. Over the course of Run Number Figure 5 . Results of practice for S.M. in the (A) cosine phase and (B) sine phase Ferris wheel conditions. Each point is based on 50 trials, and the horizontal bar represents chance performance. about 2,000 trials, performance on the cosine phase task improved dramatically, but performance on the sine phase task remained at chance. In other words, practice had a large effect on performance for the cosine phase task, but not for the sine phase task. This was true for both subjects, all stimulus orientations, and both ISIs tested. After extensive practice, it appeared that the subjects could use the cosine phase difference to drive apparent motion. However, even after extensive practice, the subjects could not reliably use the sine phase difference to drive apparent motion.
On the basis of the subjects' comments, it appears that much ofthe initial improvement on the cosine phase task was simply due to learning to fixate a central point while attending to peripheral targets. However, additional research on the extent to which learning transfers to other peripheral viewing tasks is clearly required to determine the nature of the learning involved. Regardless ofthe processes underlying these practice effects, it is important to note that practice does make a difference in the cosine phase task. Failure to provide subjects with adequate 100 t--"t::,.
practice could lead to the erroneous conclusion that no phase differences can drive apparent motion.
Effects onSI and orientation. Figure 6 shows the results of 4 subjects for all conditions as a function ofISI. In general, performance on the sine phase task was at chance, whereas performance on the cosine phase task was nearly perfect. There were no clear systematic effects of orientation or lSI, even for ISIs as long as 105 msec. The one exception to this general pattern can be seen in A.B.S.'s results. Although the cosine phase results for this subject were similar to those for the other subjects, performance on the radial and tangential sine phase tasks was generally higher than that on the same tasks for the other subjects. The difference was likely due to A.B.S.'s use of a grouping strategy rather than a difference in low-level processing of sine phase differences. The possible implications of grouping strategies are discussed in the General Discussion. Navon (1976) suggested that the visual system processes different types of information at different rates and that, as stimulus durations increase and the visual Circles, square, and triangles represent results from the Ferris wheel, radial. and tangential conditions, respectively. Bars represent z 1 SE. Stimulus duration was constant at 105 msec, EXPERIMENT 2
Results and Discussion Figure 8 shows performance for the various fundamental frequencies as a function of harmonic combination. For the lowest fundamental frequency, f== 0.5 cpd, all harmonic combinations tested were effective in driving apparent motion. For higher base frequencies, f == 1.0 or 1.5 cpd, the effectiveness of cosine phase differences in driving apparent motion decreased as the harmonic, n, increased. All f+ 2f cosine phase differences were able to drive apparent motion, butf+3fandf+4f cosine phase differences were most effective for the lowest fundamental frequency tested. So, for example, when fwas 1.5 cpd and 3fwas added in 0 0 or 180 0 phase, the visual system could not use the cosine phase difference to drive apparent motion. Note that the cosine phase stimuli used by Green (1986) were similar to such a stimulus pair. Thus, although we have replicated Green's initial finding that this particular cosine phase difference is ineffective in driving apparent motion, we have shown that a range of other cosine phase differences can drive apparent motion.
The falloff in the effectiveness of f+3fandf+4fcom-binations to drive apparent motion as f increases is not simply due to an increase in overall spatial frequency.
One subject, A.B.S., was tested with f+2f compound gratings, where f was 4.0 cpd. In this case, the highest component frequency was 8.0 cpd-higher than any of the frequencies tested in the main experiment. As the diamond in Figure 8A shows, performance was significantly greater than chance even though the range of spatial frequencies was relatively high for the eccentric viewing conditions.
The fact that with a fundamental frequency of0.5 cpd all harmonic combinations were able to drive apparent motion may simply be due to the broadband nature ofthe stimuli; this possibility is considered in the Results and Discussion section of Experiment 4. However, such an explanation cannot be used with respect to the finding that allf+2fcombinations tested were able to drive apparent motion becausefvaried from 0.5 to 4.0 cpd. We Method Subjectli.Twosubjects (A.B.S. and S.K.) participated in this experiment; the latter was naive with respect to all experimental hypotheses.
Stimuli and Procedure. The basic paradigm was identical to that of Experiment I with the following differences. Stimuli were Gaussian damped I+nl compound sinewave gratings, where n could be 2, 3, or 4. Each of the three possible harmonic additions (2f, 3f, or 4/) was crossed with three possible fundamental frequencies,! (0.5, 1.0, or 1.5 cpd). In this way, the total spatial frequency range tested was from 0.5 to 6.0 cpd. The contrast of each spatial frequency was set to 30%. In each of the nine possible cases, the harmonic, nf, was shifted either 00 or 180 0 relative to1 (cosine phase conditions), and the absolute phase was adjusted such that all stimuli were symmetric with respect to the center of the Gaussian envelope, as in Experiment I. The frame duration was 105 msec, lSI was 45 msec, and the stimuli were oriented in the Ferris wheel configuration. system is able to extract more information about stimuli, stimulus differences will be more likely to drive apparent motion. In terms of our stimuli, it was possible that sine phase differences were unable to drive apparent motion because sine phase differences were processed more slowly than were cosine phase differences. To test this hypothesis, 3 subjects (A.P., R.W, and S.K.) were tested in a subset of conditions with a 45-msec lSI and frame durations of 105, 210, and 315 msec. Figure 7 shows the results for the long-duration conditions. A comparison of Figures 6 and 7 indicates that the same general pattern of results holds even when frame duration is increased by a factor of 3, so it is unlikely that the observers simply did not have enough time to extract form information from our sine phase stimuli.
The results from Experiment 1 suggest that cosine phase differences are effective in driving apparent motion, but sine phase differences are not. Furthermore, this same general pattern holds for all ISIs, durations, and orientations tested.
In Experiment 1, we chose the range of frequencies to be optimal for our near-peripheral viewing conditions. However, because the range of spatial frequencies was relatively low, few cycles of the f+ 2fgratings were visible. Consequently, the stimulus bandwidth was relatively large. The goal of Experiment 2 was to determine the extent to which the ability of cosine phase differences to drive apparent motion could be generalized. Specifically, we wondered over what range of base frequencies and harmonic combinations cosine phase differences effectively drive apparent motion.
210
Stimulus Duration (ms) Figure 7 . Percent correct for 3 subjects as a function of stimulus duration (105-315 msee), Open symbols represent results from cosine phase conditions; nUed symbols represent results from sine phase conditions. Circles, triangles, and squares represent results for Subjeets A.P.,S.K., and R.W;, respectively. Bars represent ± 1SE. lSI was constant at 45 msec, Method Subjects. One author (A.B.S.) and 2 naive subjects (A.P. and S.K.) participated in the experiment.
Stimuli and Procedure. Figure 9 shows a schematization of two frames in the present experiment; note that the actual stimuli were Gaussian damped f+ 2f compound sinusoids, as before (see Figure 3) . In Figure 9 , the phase cue moves clockwise, while the contrast cue moves counterclockwise. As in Experiments 1 and 2, the subjects' task was to report the perceived direction of motion. Correct phase direction was randomized from trial to trial.
The frame duration was 105 msec, and lSI was 45 msec.f+2f cosine phase stimuli in the Ferris wheel orientation were tested, andfwas set to 0.5 cpd. In Figure 9 , stimuli with greater contrast represent the standard stimuli, and stimuli of lesser contrast represent the comparison stimuli. The standard contrast levels of f and 2fwere defined as 30%, as in Experiments 1 and 2. The comparison contrast ofj'and 2fcould be set at six different levels: 30%, 25%,20%, 15%, 10%, or 7.5%. In each Gabor patch, Cfwas always set equal to C 2 f' The combination of standard and comparison contrast levels resulted in six standard: comparison ratios: 1.0, 1.2, 1.5,2.0, 3.0, and 4.0. For a standard:comparison ratio of 1.0, one pair of stimuli was arbitrarily deemed the standard and the other the comparison.
Results and Discussion Figure 10 shows the proportion of time that perceived direction is consistent with the phase cue, as a function of standard:comparison contrast ratios. Note that 50% on this graph indicates the equivalence point for contributions to apparent motion from phase and contrast cues. This equivalence point was estimated by probit analysis. All subjects reported seeing motion consistent with the phase cue until standard and comparison contrasts differed by about a factor of between 1.75 and 2.5. Although there is some individual variation in the precise level at which the effectiveness of contrast and phase cues become equivalent, in all cases the phase cue dominates well beyond a small contrast difference. Thereeffectiveness ofeach in driving apparent motion. Specifically, the direction of motion based on contrast cues was opposite that based on phase or shape cues, and subjects were asked which direction dominated perception. . Schematic representation of two frames of the stimuli used in Experiment 3. For the stimuli shown here, the contrast cue moves counterclockwise, while the phase (shape) cue moves clockwise. The higher contrast stimuli are termed the standards, and lower contrast stimuli are termed the comparisons. Note that the stimuli were actually Gabor patches, as in Figure 3 .
suggest that the effectiveness off+2fcosine phase differences and the relative ineffectiveness of f+3f and f+4f cosine phase differences is simply related to the perceptual similarity of stimuli. This hypothesis is explored in more detail in the General Discussion.
EXPERIMENT 3
Although the underlying goal of Experiments 1 and 2 was to determine the extent to which shape cues can be used to drive apparent motion, the cosine phase difference stimuli contain a cue in addition to shape differences: subjects sometimes report a small difference in perceived contrast between the different stimuli in the cosine phase pair. It was possible that the perceived contrast difference, rather than a shape difference per se, was driving apparent motion. In Experiment 3, we pitted contrast cues against shape cues to determine the relative fore, it is unlikely that the effectiveness of cosine phase differences in driving apparent motion is simply due to a perceived difference in contrast.
EXPERIMENT 4
In Experiments 1-3, stimulus contrasts were relatively high. All stimulus components in Experiments I and 2 and the standard stimulus component in Experiment 3 had contrasts of 30%. It remains a possibility, then, that phase cues are useful in driving apparent motion only for very high contrast stimuli. The goal of Experiment 4 was to determine the extent to which the effectiveness of phase differences in driving apparent motion could be generalized over a range of contrast levels.
Method
Subjects. Subjects A.P. and S.K. participated in this experiment; S.K. was naive with respect to the experimental hypotheses.
Stimuli and Procedure. The stimuli were identical to those in Experiment 3, except that there were three standard contrast levels: 30%,15%, and 1.5%, A standard:comparison ratio of 1.0 was tested for all standard contrast levels, a standard:comparison ratio of2.0 was tested for standard contrast levels of30% and 15%, and a standard:comparison ratio of 4.0 was tested for a standard contrast level of 30%.
Results and Discussion
As seen in Figure II , the proportion oftrials on which subjects reported motion to be consistent with the correct phase direction did not depend on the standard contrast level. It appears that phase differences can drive apparent motion over a wide range of contrasts. In addition, the results suggest that the equivalence point for phase and contrast cues may be invariant across different base contrast levels. However, additional testing is required with high standard:comparison ratios at low contrast levels to verify this suggestion.
The results of Experiment 4 suggest that phase differences are effective over a large range of stimulus contrasts. In addition, the results are useful in controlling for the potential confound of residual luminance artifacts. In our experiments, some of the phase differences that drove apparent motion comprised stimuli whose average lumi- Figure 11 .Percent correct phase direction as a function of contrast ratio and base contrast. Bars represent the SE. Stimulus duration was constant at 105 msec, and lSI was 45 msec.
7.5% 15% 30% driving force behind the perception of apparent motion, one would expect that as residual luminance decreased, so would the consistent perception of apparent motion. As seen in Table 1 , the size of the residual luminance artifact decreases as stimulus contrast decreases. However, stimulus contrast does not affect the perception of apparent motion (see Figure 11) . Clearly, then, residualluminance artifacts do not fully explain our results, even for stimuli with low fundamental frequencies. Previous researchers (Bennett, 1993; Bennett & Banks, 1987 , 1991 Field & Nachmias, 1984; Kahana & Bennett, 1994 ) have shown that phase discrimination for static gratings is well described by a two-channel model: one channel sensitive to cosine phase differences, and the other sensitive to sine phase differences. When the contrast off is held constant, one can determine the contrast of the harmonic (e.g., 2f) required to discriminate cosine (0°-180°) and sine (90°-270°) phase differences. Intermediate phase differences (e.g., 30°-210°) are discriminable whenever the contrast of the harmonic exceeds either the cosine phase or the sine phase threshold. Within this framework, thresholds for phase discrimination can be plotted in the form of a box, as indicated in Figure 12 . Here, the distance from each point to the origin, c, represents the contrast of the harmonic component needed for threshold phase discrimination, and the angle of each point from the abscissa, 0, indicates the base phase of the harmonic component. The two-channel model simply predicts that all thresholds should lie along two lines described by a constant cosine phase amplitude (vertical line) and a constant sine phase amplitude (horizontallines), as illustrated in the left panel of Figure 12 . For certain viewing conditions and in certain individuals, the box is stretched vertically so that ratio of the sine:cosine thresholds increases, and, at some point, the sine phase task may become impossible altogether (Bennett, 1993; Bennett & Banks, 1987 , 1991 , as illustrated in the right panel of Figure 12 . There also appear to be large individual differences in discriminability and the rate at which the sine phase task becomes more difficult (e.g., compare Observers B.A. and A.B.S. in Figure 6 of Bennett & Banks, 1991) .
As a first step toward understanding the mechanisms underlying the ability of phase differences to drive ap- nance differed slightly from that of the background, particularly when the stimuli contained relatively few cycles of the fundamental. In other words, some stimuli containing "dark bars" were slightly darker than the background, whereas some stimuli containing "light bars" were slightly lighter than the background. Because previous researchers have shown that luminance contrast and contrast polarity can be used to drive apparent motion (Anstis & Mather, 1985; Green, 1989) , we wanted to ensure that our effect was not entirely due to such an artifact of the stimuli. To this end, we calculated residual luminances for all conditions in Experiments 1--4. Stimuli with higher fundamental frequencies (i.e., 1.0, 1.5, and 4.0 cpd) contained enough cycles to eliminate any luminance artifacts, with residual luminances of essentially 0%. These results immediately suggest that not all of our results are due to residual luminance artifacts. However, the possibility remains that residual luminance artifacts were primarily responsible for the perception of apparent motion when the fundamental frequency was relatively low (0.5 cpd) and the stimulus contained relatively few cycles. Table I shows the average luminances ofthese stimuli. If these small residual luminance artifacts were the Stimuli and Procedure. Frame duration was 105 msec, and lSI was 45 msec. As before, stimuli were Gaussian damped/+2fcom-pound sinewave gratings in the Ferris wheel orientation. The fundamental frequency was set to 1.5 cpd, and CJwas 30%. C 2Jwas varied by the method of constant stimuli, and probit analysis was used to determine the 75% threshold-the contrast required for "correct" direction identification 75% ofthe time. Five 180°phase differences were tested: 0°-180°, 15°-195°, 30°-210°, 45°-225°, 60°-240°.
In Figure 13 , as in Figure 12 , the distance from the origin to each symbol represents a 2fthreshold contrast, and the angle each symbol makes with respect to the abscissa represents the base phase for that 180 0 phase difference. The solid line represents a constant cosine phase amplitude. Providing the sine channel does not contribute to the perception of apparent motion, the two-channel model predicts that all thresholds should fall along a vertical line in the plots. For both observers, "correct" direction thresholds were well described by a constant cosine phase amplitude (solid line). Thus, it appears that the two-channel model based on the results of static discrimination experiments may be a useful tool in the realm of motion perception. These results suggest that the motion system receives information from the same mechanisms that are responsible for static phase perception. However, additional research is clearly required to verify such a claim and to determine whether the mechanisms responsible for our perception of sine phase differences can ever feed into the apparent motion system. Finally, it is interesting to note that when the contrast of 2f was relatively low or null, observers could not reliably judge the "correct" direction ofmotion. This result essentially replicates Green's (1986) finding that, when there are multiple cycles in the stimulus, observers are unable to use absolute phase as a cue for solving the correspondence problem. Such a finding is important because it implies that the apparent motion does not rely on simply matching local luminance values for comparable positions across stimuli.
EXPERIMENT 6
Although we directly manipulated the relative phase of stimuli in Experiments 1-5, that manipulation was correlated with changes to the stimuli in addition to changes in perceived stimulus shape (see Badcock, 1984a Badcock, , 1984b Bennett, 1993) . Experiments 2-4 ruled out any significant effect of contrast or average luminance artifacts, and the results of Experiment 5 suggest that apparent motion is not determined by simply matching luminances, the observers cannot have solved the correspondence problem reliably by matching stimuli with the same maximum or minimum luminances. If matches of luminance minima and maxima were solely responsible for driving apparent motion, we would have expected both observers to perceive the "correct" direction only 50% of the time throughout the duration of the experiment. Instead, both observers were able to perform the task with a high degree of consistency. This result shows that the perception of apparent motion is not determined by solely matching luminance maxima or minima. Instead, the results are consistent with the notion that phase (shape) differences drive apparent motion. It is not clear what aspects of shape differences were responsible for our results. One possibility is the absolute phase difference between positive and negative square wave stimuli was used to drive apparent motion. Such an interpretation seems to contradict the results of Experiment 5, which suggested that absolute phase difference cannot be used to drive apparent motion for stimuli containing multiple cycles. However, the present results may simply indicate that absolute phase difference can drive apparent motion under limited conditions (e.g., when only one 100
Results and Discussion Figure 14 shows the performance of each observer as a function of both block number and stimulus duration. As seen in Figure 14 , both observers were able to reliably use stimulus differences to drive apparent motion. Ee., who was an unpracticed observer, developed this ability over the course of several blocks, as would be predicted from the results of Experiment 1 (see Figure 5A ). Considering only the final four blocks for each observer, A.B.S. perceived the "correct" direction 83.7% of the time (SE = 2.6), and Ee. perceived the "correct" direction 95.0% of the time (SE = 1.7). There was no consistent effect of stimulus duration.
Because the stimuli were developed such that both positive and negative square waves contained the same Method Subjects. Two subjects (A.B.S. and F.C.) participated in this experiment. E'C. was naive with respect to the experimental hypotheses and had not participated in any of the previous experiments.
Stimuli and Procedure. The basic paradigm was identical to that of Experiment I with the following exceptions. Each stimulus contained a square wave grating viewed through a 1.6" X 1.6" square aperture. The stimulus was positioned within the aperture such that either the center of the bright bar or the center of the dark bar coincided with the aperture's center. The former condition is referred to as the positive square wave condition, and the latter is referred to as the negative square wave condition. The aperture was wide enough to show just one cycle of the grating, so the average luminance was identical for both patterns. For both types of stimuli, the maximum luminance was 43 cd/m-' and the minimum was 23 cd/m-, yeilding an average luminance of 33 cd/m-and a contrast of 30%.
The observers viewed the stimuli binocularly from a distance of 82 em, with a head/chinrest stabilizing the head. The distance from the center ofthe display to the center ofeach patch subtended 2.2". Stimulus duration was either 105, 210, or 315 msec, and lSI was always 45 msec. Stimuli were oriented in the Ferris wheel configuration. A.B.S. completed six block-randomized sets of each stimulus duration, and F.e. completed eight block-randomized sets.
local luminance values at comparable positions across stimuli. However, the effects of luminance maxima and minima still have not been addressed. For sine stimuli, when no consistent apparent motion was perceived, all stimuli contained the same maximum and minimum luminances. For cosine stimuli, when consistent apparent motion was perceived, maximum luminances were always greatest for stimuli in which Or= 0°, and minimum luminances were always least for stimuli in which Or = 180°. The perception of apparent motion, therefore, could be explained by matching stimuli with similar maximum or minimum luminances.
Experiment 6 used stimuli with identical maximum, minimum, and average luminances. Ifapparent motion is determined by matching luminance maxima or minima, then we should find no consistent percept of apparent motion for these stimuli. If, on the other hand, phase (shape) differences drive apparent motion, then perceptually similar stimuli should be perceived to move to one another consistently.
cycle of a stimulus is present). Alternatively, the observers' percepts may have been based on some other featural difference, such as the widths ofblack and white bars. The determinants ofapparent motion are discussed further in the General Discussion.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The claim by previous researchers that shape differences do not playa significant role in driving apparent motion was based primarily on the results ofexperiments using complex and variable stimuli. Our results, like those of some previous researchers (e.g., He & Nakayama, 1994; Mack et aI., 1989; Shechter et aI., 1988) , suggest that element appearances can playa significant role in the assignment ofmotion correspondence matches when proximity cues are not available. This does not mean that apparent motion can never be seen between two different shapes: Obviously, under many circumstances, it can (see Kolers & Pomerantz, 1971 ). Additionally, when alternate cues (proximity, orientation, color, motion energy, etc.) are pitted against shape differences, the alternate cue can dominate (e.g., Nishida, Ohtani, & Ejima, 1992; Nishida & Takeuchi, 1990; Shechter et aI., 1988; Werkhoven et aI., 1993; Werkhoven, Snippe, & Koenderink, 1990) . Note, however, that the dominance of one cue over another in such conflicting situations does not imply that the motion system is insensitive to the dominated cue. To understand the mechanisms responsible for the perception of apparent motion, one needs to understand the interactions among and relative effectiveness ofvarious cues, including shape, proximity, orientation, and so on. Dawson (1991) described a model that began to address the issue of interactionamong variouscues. However, Dawson contended that "element appearances play, at best, a minor role in the assignment of motion correspondence matches and therefore should not represent a major component of a motion correspondence model" (p. 571). Instead, Dawson'smodel solves the correspondence problem based on three constraining principles: (1) element displacement should be minimized, (2) relative velocity should be minimized, and (3) element integrity should be maintained.Dawson suggested that shape differences could be incorporated into his model if their input were negatively weighted by the degree of figural change. While our results support the notion that element identity should be incorporated into models such as Dawson's, how one determines the "degree of figural change" has been unclear.
At first glance, it seems as though degree of figural change may be related to the discriminability of static phase differences. Table 2 summarizes results from the various conditions tested in the present study, along with results from static discrimination experiments from Bennett (1993) and Bennett and Banks (1991) . Note that whenever static targets are easily discriminable they can drive apparent motion. Stimuli that are difficult or impossible to discriminate as static targets, such as those used by Green (1986) , do not drive apparent motion.
As a first step in exploring the relationship between stimulus discriminability and apparent motion, we measured discrimination thresholds in one observer (A.B.S.). The target was a frame from the Ferris wheel orientation condition in Experiment 1. In the cosine phase condition, the target could be Figure 3B or Figure 3D ; in the sine phase condition, the target could be Figure 3F or 3H. 5 The target was presented for 105 msec, followed by a 45-msec lSI and a masking stimulus, after which the observer indicated which of the two targets had been presented. For each phase condition, cosine and sine, the mask on any trial was randomly chosen from two possible masking stimuli. A masking stimulus comprised four identical Gabor patches, each of which was one of the compound gratings from the previously presented target. Performance on the eight-frame apparent motion task was also remeasured with comparable stimulus durations and ISIs (105 and 45 msec, respectively). For both the apparent motion and the discrimination tasks, cosine phase and sine phase conditions were block randomized. Figure 15 shows performance on discrimination and apparent motion tasks.for both phase conditions. If discriminability per se were the critical factor in determining the extent to which stimulus differences can drive apparent motion, then we would expect performance on apparent motion and discrimination tasks to be correlated with one another. As Figure 15 shows, this is not always the case. Performance on both discrimination and apparent motion tasks was above 90% for cosine phase targets. However, although performance on the apparent motion task was at chance for the sine phase stimuli, as in our previous experiments, the discriminability of sine phase targets was not significantly lower than the discriminability ofcosine phase targets. Although these are clearly preliminary results, the outcome of this experiment makes it unlikely that discrimination per se determines whether stimulus differences will drive apparent motion. It remains a possibility that something akin to Table 2 Summary of Results From the Present Study and From Bennett (1993) and Bennett and Banks (1991) Peripheral Targets f+2fcosine f+3fcosine the correspondence problem were pitted against one another: motion energy and stimulus similarity. Werkhoven et al. found that when these two cues conflicted, the motion percept seemed to be dominated by motion energy. The results of Nishida and Takeuchi (1990) and of Ramachandran et al. (1983) are also consistent with such a finding. On the basis of their results, Werkhoven et al. concluded that pattern similarity plays no role in apparent motion; instead, they suggested, the output ofa single motion energy channel drives apparent motion. Werkhoven et al. (1993) state, "The visual motion system does not seem to be designed to establish correspondence between similar features in a motion sequence" (p. 481). However, although the results of Werkhoven et al. and others suggest that stimulus similarity may not be necessary to drive apparent motion, these results do not tell us whether stimulus similarity is sufficient to drive apparent motion. Werkhoven et al. find that when motion energy and stimulus similarity conflict, motion energy dominates our perception of apparent motion. However, this result does not logically lead to the conclusion that stimulus similarity never plays a role in the perception of apparent motion. The possibility remains that when motion energy and stimulus similarity yield the same percept, the two cues may work together synergistically. Furthermore, when motion energy is not available, the visual system may rely entirely on stimulus similarity to derive its percept.
The present experiments tested this latter hypothesis. Our stimuli prohibit reliable outputs from standard motion energy channels. This is because models for deriving motion energy ignore the relative phases of stimuli's component spatial frequencies (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; van Santen & Sperling, 1985; Werkhoven et al., 1993) , and our stimuli differ only in the relative phases of their component spatial frequencies. In our experiments, the motion energy signal should be equal for all stimuli, regardless of perceived similarity. Therefore, on the basis ofWerkhoven et al.'s claims, one would expect chance performance for all phase differences. In contrast, we found that cosine phase differences can drive apparent motion. Thus, our results imply that when the visual system cannot rely on the output of a motion energy channel, stimulus similarity (relative spatial phase) is, in fact, taken into account. The visual system can establish correspondence between similar features in a motion sequence.
Our results do not conflict with the results of Werkhoven et al. However, our conclusions are very different. Werkhoven et al. showed that differences in motion energy are sufficient to drive apparent motion. Our results show that stimulus similarity is sufficient to drive apparent motion. We suggest that the visual system contains at least two classes of mechanisms to solve the correspondence problem: one that relies on differences in motion energy, and another that relies on differences in stimulus similarity. It remains to be seen whether one mechanism always dominates or whether the two mechanisms work together when both cues would yield the same percept (as is the case with most real-world stimuli). 
-+ -------------------tEnergy Versus Similarity
Recently, Werkhoven et al. (1993) conducted a series of experiments in which two potential cues for solving the ease of discrimination, such as perceived similarity, determines the degree offigural change (Orlansky, 1940) .
A recent study by Kahana and Bennett (1994) is consistent with the notion that perceptual similarity may be the critical factor for our apparent motion results. Kahana and Bennett studied classification of compound sinusoids, and they showed that stimuli with sine phase differences are perceptually more similar than stimuli with cosine phase differences, even if all stimuli are above the discrimination threshold. Previous researchers have also suggested that perceptual similarity determines the extent to which two stimuli will be preattentively discriminable (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989) . So, if perceptual similarity is the key to whether shape differences can drive apparent motion, one would expect to find overlap between stimulus pairs that are preattentively discriminable and stimulus pairs that drive apparent motion. In fact, recent work on visual search and apparent motion for complex objects supports this notion (Enns & Rensink, 1990 , 1991 Khurana, 1992; Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992) . Future research is needed to determine more precisely the relationship between the discriminability and similarity of elements and their effectiveness in driving apparent motion.
It is also important to determine the extent to which the present results can be generalized to more complex stimuli such as those traditionally used in the study of shape and motion-specifically, geometric forms and letters. If the multiple-channel model is to be useful, one must first determine the relative importance of different aspects of form (spatial frequency, phase, orientation, contrast) under conditions where discriminability is controlled. The ultimate goal is to predict which form differences will drive apparent motion based simply on information from the phase and amplitude spectra. the radial and tangential conditions. In these conditions, AB.S.'s sine phase results were consistently higher than those of the other subjects. After the experiments were completed, all subjects were asked their impression about what cues they were using. A.B.S. reported using a grouping strategy that was different from the other observers. Light regions and dark regions were grouped across Gabor patches so that the stimuli looked like one or two coherent structures, rather than four independent patches. Figure 16 illustrates the type of grouping percept described by AB.S. The perception of direction appeared to be based on the global percept of the four stimuli, rather than on local information.
Another subject, S.M., was tested in sine phase and cosine phase conditions in radial and tangential orientations, and he actively searched for a strategy to perceive consistent motion. He was not told specifically what the strategy was; he was told simply that it was possible to consistently perceive the motion. Presentation durations were 105,210, and 315 msec, and lSI was always 75 msec. As expected, his performance in the cosine phase conditions rapidly rose above chance, whereas his initial performance in the sine phase conditions was near 50% correct. Wetracked S.M.'sblock-by-blockperformance across conditions and noted the block in which he reported discovering a successful strategy for the sine phase task. Here, in a single block, his performance jumped from 50% to 80%. Within the next block of trials, his improved performance generalized to all durations and orientations. After testing, he described using a grouping strategy similar to that used by A.B.S. In a sense, grouping in the present task is similar to the grouping of Street
The results of our experiments are not too surprising when considered in the context of recent discussions of first-and second-order motion (e.g., Boulton & Baker, 1993a , 1993b Cavanagh & Mather, 1989; Chubb & Sperling, 1988) . It has become increasingly clear that observers can perceive apparent motion even when firstorder (Fourier) motion energy detectors do not yield a consistent response; this form of motion is termed secondorder. Because, as mentioned earlier, motion energy is determined without regard for relative phase, the motion perceived in the present experiments cannot be mediated by first-order motion mechanisms. Instead, second-order motion mechanisms must be responsible for the apparent motion percepts we found. As such, one might gain additional insights into the interactions between first-and second-order motion by covarying the amplitude and phase information contained in apparent motion displays.
Determinants ofStimulus Similarity
Although it seems clear that second-order motion mechanisms underlie our ability to use phase differences to drive apparent motion, the nature of those secondorder mechanisms remains unclear. As we have already noted, although we directly manipulated the relative phases of our component gratings, many other features of the stimulus were varied coincidentally (e.g., Badcock, 1984a) . Bennett (1993) has argued that such featural changes play little, if any, role in phase discrimination for threshold tasks. However, local featural differences may be important in determining the relative similarity of our highly visible stimuli. Because relative phase shifts are intrinsically intertwined with many local featural changes, it is difficult to rule out the use of every possible cue. Nevertheless, our experiments can rule out the sole use of some featural cues for solving the correspondence problem. For example, Experiments 3 and 4 showed that a predicted percept of apparent motion can survive variations in the peak-to-trough amplitude of stimuli: Stimuli appeared to move to the position of the stimuli matched in relative phases, even when those same pairs visibly differed in overall amplitude. Experiment 5 showed that absolute phase shifts do not drive apparent motion, suggesting that the visual system does not solve the correspondence problem by matching localluminance values at comparable positions across stimuli. Finally, Experiment 6 showed that apparent motion can be reliably determined without matching luminance maxima or minima across stimuli.
It remains to be seen whether a parsimonious account of all our results can be predicted by some other featural cue or some combination of cues.
Effects ofGrouping and Other Higher Level Processing
In Experiment 1, AB.S.'s results differed from those of all other subjects. For AB.S., cosine phase differences were still more effective in driving apparent motion than were sine phase differences. However, performance was above chance for sine phase differences in figures (Street, 1931) : It can occur spontaneously after familiarization with the stimuli; once the grouping is perceived, it is difficult to perceive the elements as individual objects again. Note, however, that the use of grouping strategies does not mean that sine phase stimuli per se can drive apparent motion. For example, grouping dark regions across elements, including the relatively bright region between these elements, may effectively excite low-spatial-frequency cosine phase detectors. We are currently exploring this hypothesis in more detail.
Another example of grouping in apparent motion comes from a study of shape from shading by Kleffner and Ramachandran (1992) . They developed a variant of a random dot cinematogram in which each circular element was gradually shaded from top to bottom or from side to side. When the stimuli are brightest on top, they are perceived as "eggs"; when they are darkest on top, they are perceived as "holes." When the stimuli are brightest on the left or right, their depth interpretation is ambiguous. Note that all of these gradually shaded stimuli are essentially 180 0 absolute phase differences. Previously, Green (1986) found that absolute phase differences cannot drive apparent motion, and we have verified his result informally (see Experiment 5) . In Kleffner and Ramachandran's study, however, some absolute phase differences were effective in driving apparent motion. When several top-down shaded stimuli moved coherently among bottom-up shaded distractors, observers accurately perceived the direction of motion more than 85% of the time. Performance was significantly worse for side-shaded stimuli of opposite polarity. The authors argue that the visual system must assume that there is one lighting source located above the stimuli in order to achieve accurate apparent motion with top-to-bottom shaded stimuli. Once this assumption is made, stimuli can be grouped in terms of their depth percepts, and the motion of a distinct group of elements can be detected. In this case, our expectation about the source of lighting affects our ability to perceive coherent motion.
The use of grouping strategies in the perception of apparent motion raises the question of how higher level processes might affect perception. Our perception of motion, and of objects in general, clearly depends on the interaction between stimulus-derived information and a priori expectations (e.g., Ball & Sekuler, 1981; Sekuler & Sekuler, 1993; Sekuler, Sekuler, & Sekuler, 1990) . It seems likely that a priori expectations guide the extraction of stimulus-derived information, thus influencing our percepts." A dramatic example of this is seen in apparent motion when the stimuli are body parts (Shiffrar & Freyd, 1991) , rather than abstract forms. In this case, provided there is enough time between frames, the path of motion will not be the shortest but the most anatomically plausible. Previously acquired information about the structure and motion of limbs affects the perceived path of apparent motion. We are currently planning studies to determine more precisely the nature of the interactions between stimulus-derived and a priori information with respect to apparent motion and object perception in general.
